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1. Introduction. "The logistic difference equation xt+1 = rXtO-xt) with r =3.7

produces erratic, chaotically fluctuating values of xt (Figure la). Contemplating this

time-series, Solomon (979) asked, "How could the trajectory of this completely

determined process ever be distinguished from the sample path of a stochastic one?"

The implication is that there is no way to tell if fluctuations in population

abundance are chaotic or random, by any analysis of the time-series data alone.

Fortunately, Solomon's question has" a" simple answer, shown in Figure lb.

Graphing xt +1 vs. xt ' the relationship is seen to be perfectly deterministic, though

highly nonlinear. At the time, however, Solomon's opinion was just about every

ecologist's opinion: chaotic population dynamics are "indistinguishable from

stochastic growth" (Thomas et ale 1980).

In the ecological literature the idea still persists that "for most practical

purposes, and certainly for ecologists, the chaotic regime may be regarded as one in

which simple and deterministic relationships...give apparently random dynamics"

(May 1986). In physics, however, methods for identifying low-dimensional chaos in

experimental data (of which Fig. 1 is the simplest example) are Widely known and

used (Mayer-Kress 1986). The methods have been imported into ecology, and adapted

to suit the local conditions, by Schaffer, Kot and coworkers.

In this paper I will briefly review the methods and results of the search for

chaos in ecological data, and some related work by economists (Brock 1986, Sayers

1987). I will also present a statistical method, still under development, for estimating

a fractal dimension of the dynamics and calculating confidence limits for the

estimate. If this dimension is >1 but finite, it indicates aperiodic dynamics which

are not just random fluctuations. That's not the same as testing for the presence of

chaos, but it's a step in that direction. I have tried to make this paper accessible to

ecologists, which means giving intuitive and nonrigorous explanations of some basic

terms and concepts.

2. Chaos in ecology, Round L. When ecologists began to wonder if any real

populations behaved chaotically, the only available method was indirect: model the



population dynamics using a difference equation like the logistic, and determine if

the model has chaotic dynamics. Data on actual population fluctuations might be

used to estimate model parameters, but could not be tested directly for signs of

chaos. For this method to be valid, it must be assumed a priori that the population

dynamics are truly a one-dimensional system, e.g., no predators, competitors, or

resources whose dynamics are affected by the population being modeled.

Still, there were no apparent alternatives so it was certainly worth trying,

and the results seemed pretty conclusive. Hassell, Lawton and May (1976) analyzed

data on 28 populations of seasonally breeding insects with non-overlapping

generations, fitting the data to the difference equation Nt+1=>-Nt /(1 +aNt)b. The

estimated parameters corresponded to a stable equilibrium in the majority of cases,

and no natural populations fell in the chaotic region. A follow-up study by Bellows

(1981) using the model Nt +1=>-Nt /(1 +(aNt)b) reached the same conclusion. One case

had a stable limit cycle, while the remaining 13 had a stable equilibrium.

So chaos was not found in nature; what about the laboratory? Experiments on

laboratory populations avoid the problems of unmodeled interactions and an

uncontrolled environment. Again, the rWllligl: were quite uniform. 20 of 25 lines of

Drosophila melanogaster rais~(fcin '\:heuf:f\bcWa'ibry had stable equilibria for the

estimated model parameters (Muellei &''f(ylila:- 1981), and in no case could the null

hypothesis of a stable equilibriullV~:~!rej8cted. 58 laboratory populations of

Drosophila from 27 species were" a'11 'found to have a globally stable equilibrium

(Thomas et al. 1980). Additional 'datil hit ib of those species under a different food

regime were fit to the "9-logistic" model Nt +1-=Nt +rNt (1-(Nt /K)9), and none of the

species had param~~J;'~jItlt~,~ti~3teaiO@[r(I>.~iUipiet al. 1987).

In Hasself"et' l1~fs c.n\tlySis~:JNiehBlsan~"laboratory blowflies were the only

example of parametets~iit-t}h!jIcAiWiic2'i2agidH?'1ltfthey were chaotic also in Brillinger

et al.'s (1980) mdf.iucfetaite&'IT mad~I~~rJ3U\5N'nJb~t 'Bi Gurney (1982) concluded, after

their fastidious atraiySis, ~ftaf£iil~'l~f'O~h~'>Hs&11ations were limit cycles. Thus it

was entirely reasonable for Nisbet & Gurney (1982), after surveying all the available

evidence, to express the belief that "deterministic stability is the rule rather than

the exception, at least with insee~ PQPul~tions".

3. Reconstruction. The breakthrough, which made it possible to analyze time-series

data directly for evdence of chaos, was Takens' (1981) method of "reconstruction" in

time-delay coordinates. Takens' method is simplest for the case of a single-variable

time-series. So suppose that the data are one-dimensional, in continuous or discrete



time: x(t), O~t~T or x(ti), i= 1,2,...,N. It is assumed that x is one variable out of

many, in a deterministic differentiable dynamical system (e.g., a system of ordinary

or partial differential equations). From the values of x we create the M-dimensional

time-series

X{t) = ( x{t), x(t +'1'), x{t +2'1'), .. , x(t +(M -1)'1') ).

with '1' >0 arbitrary (continuous time) or an arbitrary multiple of the time between

measurements (discrete time). M is called the "embedding dimension". For example, if

our data are xU), x(2), x(3),..., and we take M-3 and '1'-2, then

XU) = ( xU), x(3), x{S) )

X(2) = ( x(2), x(4), x(6) )

X(3) = ( x(3), x{S), x(7) ),

and so on. X{t) is then a sequence of points in 3-dimensional space. The same method

is used if x is k-dimensional, and the dimension of X is then kM.

.:;" S: ..' S!( , "';:
!.: ,

Takens proved that for M sufficiently large, the dynamics of X{t) is

qualitatively the same as the full system's motion on its "attractor" (technically,

the mapping taking the full system to X is generically an embedding of the
•

attractor into Euclidean M-space). In{~~ly".:t,he attractor is where the system

winds up if you let it run, "J.pa,dMrto~ n{a~ming such a place exists).

Reconstruction lets us see thEL;!ltp'ac.Wr~ if. ,we are content with qualitative

information about the dynamics ~ t4e att~,ctpI ,Uifg.." :'is it a limit cycle, or not?").

Quantitative reconstruction is iJ11possib~~~ we lR~n;,t,)4etermine the actual values of

the unmeasured state variables.;4Iso! th~ ~Y~I1Jic~foff,.~ a~tractor might not be

faithfully reconstructed, in general. _

How large M must be for a;';:aCcu1Fi~teed119li<udUolf.depe#Ris on the attractor

dimension, which is generally u9fnQ.w~l::I~;pr~c~i;?~~,r~S2i'Wr¥s~ until X(t) looks

well-behaved (smooth trajectorie~,wj~o,~bi~rqs~i~"h~'!;4Ip;:t4~9:~:timated dimension

of the reconstructed attractor s,;01?s,6~1!~e"stpg:L~£F.~me.tp.'p!~tic;~.'details and rigor,

and a review of reconstruction as ,~~~e~t(jl, pllY~it<1alJpd ,~hp,JJ!ic:;~1 systems, see the

review by Eckmann & Ruelle U98S):t~j.::r) ;:( '"',. ~ fe-dan: ';c'; ::.li':'i.

4. Chaos in Ecology, Round 2. This round: belongssto Schaffer & Kot, who picked

up reconstruction and ran with it, attracting some followers in the process. A small

sample of their results is shown in Figure 2 (while Schaffer & Kot have also

examined several ecological models, I will discuss here only their analyses of data).

In each case the original time-series had dimension 1, and the embedding dimension is

3; the original discrete-time data have been smoothed in some cases, and



interpolated.

Schaffer & Kot (1986) describe these as "some apparent examples of real

world chaos". All of them had been interpreted before as periodic, with

superimposed "noise" due to environmental fluctuations (in Thrips the periodicity

was seasonal with period 1 year; the others had apparent multi-year periodicities).

The reconstructed trajectories appear to trace out an attractor of dimension 2 (or

higher, for measles), rather than a I-dimensional periodic orbit. For measles the

case is strengthened by applying the same reconstruction to the time-series of

number of infectives produced by an SEIR model with seasonal variation in the

disease-transmission rate, and noting the striking similarity to the reconstructed

data (Figure 2e). (SEIR models are standard epidemiological models in which the

population is classed as Susceptible, Exposed, Infectious, or Remove,d [dead or

immune]; see e.g. Aron & Schwartz 1984). Schaffer (1985) gives the details of the

measles reconstruction, and lists 10 population data-sets that are similarly

suggestive of chaos (including Nicholson's blowflies).

However, "this looks like chaos to us" may not be quite enough to convince a
. " 1L~~

sceptic, especially a sceptic whose background is in more conventional time-series

analysis. Bulmer (1974) 'obsei~~Ci3ihai tli'~ql~1f~Century Canadian lynx-cycle had a
•• 'cq"" .....11 '~'e~~"

fairly regular period but irregular .IampIHude''''which were "obvious in data on the

lynx cycle, and in the correlogram -'~n2J ~~rioJtgram calculated from the data". To
~ ... I' "'\ ':«;

account for these he proposed the model"

Xt = J./ + cf sin ..J(f~~f+ I3xt + et
i c· ':~" ~ . _ . + . ,! r rr' ~'" .-~ ~~- v ~. ...

where xt = 10glO(nuntber;Jde' lynx trapped in' y'ear t), f.J. is the mean of x, and the e's

are random errors: Tk~:H~tJ' t~rm b~cb~unrJI"for' the regular periodicity, while the

autoregressive tertit ~iite1.q1h",,"' 'a~$li?~3e lfl~ctii~~~.
:.d' ,+:.Bl! 1 ,~6 j.~ ':I( 2':~,bti:A) CSC !

Bulmer gets a better fit (accounting for 86% of the variance) with this model

than with modelser'~~~g~'~1ecfdpi~.Jigt;'i;· ifieBartlett and Moran, and judged the

residuals to be rartdgti1. Thi~ w'~i:'tir-';n' ~~o~~~ti'rming the validity of the underlying

model, and of th~;"s1gnlfi~iWg~rrtiJ;j;i'Ii~~th~':' p~riodic component (a. ~O at P <.00l)

calculated on the ?basis: of •t~~5~6d~i. g~iriJ;fh974) could also point to a biological
, :' _)' :~j;:' ) !;;,' 1j j". ;'-

explanation for the common period of cycles in lynx and 8 other species with a.

significantly non-zero, namely' interactions with the snowshoe hare. Bulmer (1976)

developed stochastic models in which the hare follows a noisy limit cycle

(conjectured to result from interactions between hare and its food-plants), and the

lynx cycle is driven by the hare cycle. The power spectrum of the lynx cycle is

found to have the qualitative form predicted by the models, and there are even a



few quantitative agreements.

However, Bulmer "eyeballing" his residuals is no more rigorous than Schaffer

& Kot "eyeballing" the same data after reconstruction. Indeed, Finerty's (1980, Fig.

7) reanalysis found evidence of a single dominant cycle with period near 10 years in

only 4 of the 10 species for which this was claimed by Bulmer (1974). Their methods

of analysis differed only in some apparently minor details, but that was enough to

change the results.

Analysis of the infectious disease data raises similar problems. Anderson et

al. (1984) performed spectral analyses of measles, mumps, and pertussis incidence.

This is a standard statistical method for analyzing time-series, in which the series

is expressed as a sum of periodic components (sines & cosines). The "spectral

density" is a curve showing the relative importance of the components into which

the series was decomposed, as a function of frequency (frequency =1/period, so e.g.

a frequency of .5 means a period of 2).

Anderson et al. found consistent peaks in the spectral density at a period of

1 year, and also at multiples of one year: 2 years for measles, 3 years for pertussis
."~..... 1 t;d0 ',~:

and mumps. Figure 3 shows a!J.)~?~~lYP~~j01s~feg~~!a.I,;.:~nalysisapplied to measles

incidence. Even in a short time-series,. the, spectral density has 2 clear peaks, so the
,'j',{' L'l!(!IT· ",'".

hypothesis of purely random fluctul1tions is soundly rejected. The nonzero spectral
,.:_10 ...: :., "'"'! ~lr1., (~... ') ~. :'..... -~. ~

density in frequencies outside the peaks can
i
b~., vi~}V~d as random error in the time-

lUI .l .

series framework, leading to a .__d,~c~iP.ttion o~ the.., ~fse.~se dynamics as a noisy

periodic orbit whose period is 2, o~, 3 ~~ars~,.J~~ m~l~i1¥ear p,~~jods observed in the

data are roughly in accord with the period of damped oscillations in simple
Il .,: I ~n1J.. :"~_'. ,T' $1 Dr:;; 5!

compartment-models for the dis~~~~s" J~rp ~,E~~t!~~'}~t.~fP~e;~~ ra.s modes repeatedly

kicked into action by the error-noise (Anderson et al. 1984, May 1985).
'n:; io1 ~7niJlTUO_,' !r1 l~lj)' f

But when Anderson et ~hESf9~tJ ~~0n.~l"~'~~"lb~f.~~;~~~~~g;"theregularity of
long-term fluctuations in many childhood diseases", they: are just reiterating the

:",'"U irtC':: :::'-'., rr&..tst ~'41.>#.' z. f'j ~ .. tr;'~i":-I!~"

fact that the spectral densities are overwhelmingly, ,concentrated in 1 or 2
, ,,'" ~ 111 '!:. 1 1. '9. .) ,- nf r , .', ~ ,: ::: '

frequencies. They report no consideratiofl of, alterqate models to critically test
io,:" ~ ........ "7~' '.'i:-{ • t,;; , . "('" .: _F ~.~.

their "noisy periodic orbit" descripti~~ 0t}~e, dyn~~ics. ~t has been known for some

time that chaotic systems can also have spectral deqsities with a few clear peaks
. ... .''- --" . ~

(e.g., Bunow & Weiss 1979, Smith & Mead 1980), and nonzero spectral density outside

the peaks that comes from chaotic (rather than random) aperiodic motion. Thus,

spectral analysis by itself can fail to detect chaotic behavior.

To demonstrate the failings of the "noisy periodic orbit" interpretation, the



pro-chaos contingent (Schaffer et al. 1987, Kot et a1. 1987) takes a Poincare-section

through the reconstructed trajectories and computes the Poincare map. They do

this also for a chaotic SEIR model, and for an SEIR model with a limit cycle with

some white-noise perturbations. The chaotic model's map looks "noisy" because the

attractor has dimension >2, so the section has dimension >1. Visual comparison

suggests that the map estimated from the data looks like the map for the chaotic

model, while the noisy-limit-cycle model has a "map" that's just mush (Figure 4).

This seems to eliminate one noisy-limit-cycle model, but there are many more.

To my knowledge there has not been a critical examination of how easily

reconstruction techniques can be fooled by stochasticity, aside from small white

noise-ish perturbations. If the stochastic factors have correlation times comparable

to the intrinsic period of the system, or to the period of damped oscillations about

a limit cycle, it would seem that the interactions could be complicated. Some

spadework still remains to be done, before we can feel completely confident about

taking results like Figures 2 and 4 at face value.

s. Invariants in ecology? Population-dynamics data are almost invariably so flawed

(short, inaccurate, etc.) that:rnore:Qt kss ,equally good fits to it can often be made

by different investigators pr-adisposethJt:o-,diflerent sorts of models. That (in unfair

caricature) is the situation described' in-:-thedast section, for chaotic vs. stochastic

explanations of population fluctuations.~~Qoodness of fit" criteria can be used for

model-choice in a parametricornested.-:U1otlels f.ramework, but they make less sense

if completely differe;..ntdlluditati'Ge desc~ip.tioRSl of the data are being compared. Each

modeler can pay som.e2urO,c9lUention tp:AiEttail'S,.:,and improve the fit.

Dynamical s~siGrttsl':t1r~'6ry':'his 1fiiHttilied '~ome numerical quantities, called

"invariants", which 'i: cn~fac'teit~e .qdalital£N~ .aspects of dynamics (e.g., is it

chaotic?). The most widely used invariants are various "dimensions", the "entropy",

and the "Lyapunqv.:,<eJl;pQ.JllnW'~alli;of: I~h,~n be estimated directly from the

reconstructed dyna:1\Ili.."Cs·<>.t, tbiiihf<\tl1 sY~.JIl!.-:JSin~e reconstruction made the estimates

possible, invariant.s ha-ve )·b_tt ,y~TY-'1 ~ElO.llldn characterizing the dynamics of

physical and chemical experimental syst:ems'(Mayer-Kress 1986). If these quantities

could be estimated from population abundance time-series, they might allow us to

choose among alternate classes of descriptions for the dynamics. This point isn't

original: it's the reason for the popularity of invariants in physics and chemistry,

and the most recent work by Schaffer and colleagues on disease dynamics has

involved serious efforts at estimating invariants.



In the following sections, I will outline one possible approach to estimating

the attractor dimension of an ecological time-series. For ecologists, I should first

address two questions: what is a dimension, and why is it worth estimating?

Attractor dimensions are worth estimating because they can be used to

distinguish among qualitativdly different classes of dynamic behavior. [In contrast,

the embedding dimension M is chosen by the data analyst (within constraints), so it's

not very informative). If the system has a stable equilibrium, the attractor consists

of a single point. For example, in the logistic equation ~~ = rx(l-(x / K», the

attractor is the point x =K. In this case, the system is moving in one dimension, but

the attractor is zero -dimensional. In a two-species predator/prey model with a limit

cycle, the system is moving in the plane, which is two-dimensional, but its attractor

is a curve. Locally (i.e., looking at it one small piece at a time) the attractor looks

like a slightly bent line, so we can regard the attractor as being one-dimensional.

Thus, if we can establish that the attractor's dimension is not 0 or 1, we can

conclude that the system is neither sitting at an equilibrium, nor following a

periodic orbit.

To put these observations tOl'use, 1:)Ult httuiti:v.e'idea of dimension has to be

generalized, so that the complicatetirl atrttal::/tdl's:.;, 'of; chaotic systems will have well

defined dimensions (and so that 11' lirte'l,+stJi1lnnas dimension =1, a plane still has

dimension =2, etc.) It happens trnrt!'itn4!i're.' ar-e. many sensible ways to define a

"fractal" dimension that can handle most }:chaC!)1'iic ~ attractors, a,nd the choice among

them is mostly a matter of conven'ienc8.'Experienci) i1~ date, suggests that estimation

of the "correlation dimension" 02 ,(def.inu below)'.r'tfqtHreS"'less:4ata than any of the

known alternatives, so 02 is th~ ~~st'J>!.pct~c;,Py ..l,l~~~IF~lJdi JPost commonly used

dimension. (The notation 02 c0!Jl,~s tr.~yt:~~ttYi ~1J~q)'::>l'i~R:>in~r::oduced an, infinite

family of dimensions (Oq, q~O}). J S'I~' aJI1l' ",!,VI'l ',Ja'.! \IG; .;.' ;:'

02 has the useful property "'tll~'it '.-tbeti eta'Wr aile (lfsseties of independent

continuous random variables (e.g.,:,J1tolf11f8'l1y; dilltrt;tAit$4) :~'''ert 02 equals the

embedding dimension M. Thus, 02 can t(h1:printiple ~1'ngtltsh' between deterministic

and random fluctuations. If the estimated; IY:2 .irlcrilases ,without bound as M is

increased, then the fluctuations are random; if.; iiI; rdoesn't, but 02 > 1, then the

dynamics are aperiodic but nonrandom. Integer attractor dimensions > 1 (e.g., an

attractor that looks like the surface of a smooth donut) can be produced by linear

systems with several periods whose ratio is irrational. But if 02 is >1 and not an

integer, then the dynamics (although not necessarily chaotic) could not be produced

by any linear system.



F(r)

For ecological applications, the problem is to estimate the dimension and

other invariants from short, noisy data sets. A physicist can feel that a series of

500 values is very "short" (Abraham et a1. 1986). An ecologist or economist (Brock

1986) usually has less data, with larger measurement errors and an uncontrolled,

time-varying environment. Applied to such data, sometimes the physicists' methods

work and sometimes they don't. When they do work, it may not be clear how the

results should be interpreted; for example, would an estimated dimension of 1.25

suggest that you have a periodic orbit (since 1.25=1), or that you don't (since

1.25>1)? Unlike the physicist, we need reliable confidence intervals to go along with

our estimates of invariants.

6. Estimating O~. To define 02' let 0 be the distance between 2 random points

chosen independently from the invariant measure on the attractor (the invariant

measure is the probability distribution that describes the relative amounts of time

the system spends in different parts of the attractor). Let F be the cumulative

distribution function of 0, i.e. F(r) =P(6' ::;:r). If F(r) ~ rd as r W, then 02 = d.
,. y", '., £1.:, t::':'

Grassberger & Procaccia \1.9,~~~f5~~~~t~;~,stimating 02 from a time-series of

observations Xl' x2'" .xN by comp~ti;~~lno::; S'\ 'r,

#{ pairs Xi' ,XOj with. i1F=j, II Xi -xj II ::;: r }
= ----_--:::....-----:-:-;:--:--:-:------=-----

_" ,~N(NbL)

(actually, assuming !Ii' ~~uldat~:y~ be v~r~ 'l~rge they used N2 rather than N(N-1)

in the denominator): PIJfli~g' l~g Ft~f vs/lotJ'"f02 is the slope at small values of r.

This implicitly assu~esl!t1iitdlCii F(f)13==:"i~02':log r for r =0, which is not always

true, but experienc~')~o 'di2"sugg$sti i~fiatli.i~· linear approximation is adequate in

practice for experimtetH'ilf\d~ia·IWaltSis':[i.:.!ll:j~JjOj

Eckmann and :~uell~Tl~85)d1tBf8;tfiar'tH1.!i'procedureis "not entirely justified

mathematically, btiiSneVirtlt~i~~si··qU:ffti 'S~Jrltf". However, they were summarizing

physicists' experience' witn·\I·exp~tttnerltsy,id[ta'and with output from computer

simulations. With small, noisy time-series there are problems. At "large" values of

r, approaching the diameter of the attractor, the slope of log F decreases to o. At

"small" values of r there are distortions due to noise (e.g., measurement error or

roundoff error) and due to finite-sample effects (e.g., F-O for r < smallest interpoint

distance in the time-series). The linear approximation for log F therefore holds only

on a finite "scaling region" "YO::;:r::;:"Y1. In practice, the scaling region shrinks and



eventually may vanish as the embedding dimension is increased, making it difficult

to determine if the embedding dimension is large enough for successful

reconstruction.

Error estimation is also a problem. The usual approach is to calculate log F
at several values in the scaling region, and do a standard linear regression. The

slope of the regression line is the estimate of D2,. and the standard error of the

slope is the reported error estimate. However, the basic linear regression assumption

of independent, normally distributed errors isn't satisfied in this case, so the

supposed "standard error of the slope" is invalid. As Caswell & Yorke (1986) note

(regarding estimation of a different dimension), error estimates obtained by standard

linear regression can be orders of magnitude smaller than the actual difference

between the estimate and the true dimension. The "reference point" procedure

suggested by Holfuss & Mayer-Kress (1986) also ignores the actual error structure

of an empirical cumulative distribution function, and uses an inappropriate weighted

least-squares method.

The actual distribution of F could be=\Jsed as the basis of valid error

estimation for the Grassberger-Procaccia procedure, and this approach is being
. u"",::,q,~,··t \rg\-li 8:: \,'

investigated (Sayers 1987). Takens (1984) suggested using maximum likelihood rather
;;l!'f ~~ , ,. ,.

than least-squares estimation, and gave confidence intervals for the case of "YO=O

and a large number of observations. I lmv.eextende'dthe method to allow "YO>O and
- -"'-'- - -~

a small number of observations, QDait' seems to work well if the scaling region is

well-defined. Interpoint distances 6 larger than "Y l are discarded; for 6 <"Yl define
a:! '{., ;:t:' '~v,i/ii';' I: ...·,.i \

P = min { T, In~"Y~/1>C)'.~~~~~~ I =<)nr~~/J"Yo)·

If F(r) = a + D2 In r for "Y0<r<i"Y1'..::~?n_Jh.t1,di~~r;ibH-M9n2qhP:-.is easily shown to

be a right-censored exponential, ~Hh ..:: smq.,~th'J;:~d~sj~¥ (~(pJ: D2 exp( -pD2) on

o <p <T, and a point-mass at P =T holding the...W~~Q.q~lht,.¥rfrp..Ph:,,~~ truncated tail.

Parameter estimation for this; ffl~tf!{~tio~ri~,!l_r.?l'pg,~.%with a long history in

reliability theory, since it correspoq.~s.!:t9 !M~q-liJ~~i~el~.stimation with a constant

failure rate and fixed experiment d\l!~~io!\..;f. Gi'(en3values PpP2,...Pn, the maximum

likelihood estimator of D2 is

n
f> = R /L Pi' where R = #{ Pi <T}.

i-l
(1)

(Deemer & Votaw 1955). Approximate confidence intervals can be set by the

"percentile" method, using the asymptotic normality of the relative error as the



sample size increases, and the asymptotic relative error variance (Deemer & Votaw

1955). The approximate 100(1-ex.)% confidence interval is

(2)

where Zex. is the probability-ex. critical value of the standard normal distribution.

To leading order (2) is the same as the asymptotic confidence intervals

suggested in the literature (Bartlett 1953; Deemer & Votaw 1955; Bartholomew 1963).

It is the simplest (too simple to have been published?) since it doesn't require

iterative solution of nonlinear equations, and it was also the most accurate in Monte

Carlo simulations with 20-100 distances and .5~D2~3. Barlow et a1. (1968) give an

implicit formula for exact confidence intervals, but for >35 values the approximate

intervals were much more accurate than numerical evaluation of the "exact"

intervals (in double-precision IMSL). While (2) is only exact as n ~oo, it is

acceptably accurate for n ~50: in Monte Carlo simulations with pseudorandom values

having right-censored exponential distributions, nominal 95% confidence intervals had

coverage frequencies .945 to .952·(2-sidEld) and .938 to .969 (1-sided), with standard
--.--,_._>- .-- ..- . __.

errors ~ .005. For the procedure described below; this means that there must be

100 or more values in the time-series.

7. Does it work? In the intended application, the data consists of points

xl'x2' ..., Xw The apparent scaling region was identified by calculating local slopes

at 100-125 values or -r-(evenly spaced oir---Ule logarithmic scale) using linear

regression of In F ~g: l'~~' l 'fbrough 'S'>Wtf,j~~~nf values of r. Since the x's are

presumably measur~d:~i't'h s'o~:;;.'i~tcir,n\hJr:t~~~;at most N/2 independent distances

(i.e., N/2 independent draws of a p) that can be obtained. Therefore n = N/2 was

used in equation (1)/'I~~ chooSi~"~~;~~(;'ra!?n1~0~.tr6"interpo!ntdistances ~1'1. To reduce

the effects of sampl~11ILvariabli!!\Y=QnJ~e IC8~~ulated D, this procedure was repeated

m times (m = 10 to 25) and the average 5 was used. Having done that it is tempting

to divide the confid~nce interval' v~idtli'2bV .~ but that doesn't work because the

replicates of 5 are not independent: Pdr S:ri6~;}~'~et conservative confidence intervals

by using n =N /2 in equation (2).

Table 1 summarizes the results on two time-honored test cases: the "critical"

logistic map at the onset of chaos, and the Henon map. The estimates of D2 are

fairly good and the confidence intervals are generally conservative, as expected.

However these are easy targets: there is no noise aside from roundoff error, the



Table 1. Estimation of D2 for time-series produced by chaotic dynamical systems: the

Henon map with a =1.4, b =0.3, and the "critical" logistic map with r =3.5699456.

N = length of the time-series. In all cases n-N/2 was used in equation (2) to compute

nominal 95% confidence intervals. Values were obtained by 2000 Monte-Carlo simulations

with randomly chosen initial conditions and 250 iterations prior to generating the time

series used in estimating the dimension. ( ) = standard error of estimate. "Power" is the

frequency of 2-sided confidence intervals that contained no integer values.

Henon Henon Logistic
N=500 N=100 N-500

Coverage frequency
2-sided 1.0 (0) .998 (.00l) .997 (.001)
lower 1.0 (0) 1.0 (0) .964 (.004)
upper .999 (.00l) .997 (.00l) 1.0 (0)

Relative error in 02
mean .001 (.00l) .03 (.003) .085 (.002)
standard deviation .03 .081 .026

Power .984 (.003) .04f. (~005) S 1.0 (0)

Logistic
N-100

.998 (.001)

.918 (.006)
1.0 (0)

.224 (.00l)

.058

1.0 (0)

en' ,;(' .;; ..)1,,'; . let\ <, I 'n

Table 2. Estimates of D2 for diseas~n\P.fi.~rc~, ~l ),~~~th1 of; t~~ time-series. Values in

parentheses are the 95% confidence interval frpm equation (2) .with. n =N/2.
~'~f. 9'1~:; 1 t :,~':-, ;fit'...·C-t:. f~1;·tH I;~.l

Embedding
Dimension

3

4

5

6

SEIR model
N=2400

2.16 (2.09, 2.24)

2.24 (2.15, 2.32)

2.23 (2.13, 2.35)

2.23 (2.12, 2.34)

'j IT 1'l1:>i.:lh. 12 :.;rr~7"CTl~; 'U: ,I'
Baltimore measles Milwaukee Chickenpox

" 1928.J1963, 'W=I$'3~jd.f.~: :';'1926j r965, N =480
, ;, ,.. ':< l '\: .. ~ ri.. "'-r. ";:t,. -''" (W ..I .;. to '. • , .~ u.; D .. J::, _ _ ",

2~~~7 Vd9~'j~7~6\ \ J"." 93,.5?:;(3~19, 3.92)
2.50 (2.27, 2.72) 4.03 (3.60, 4.47)

, "I'y 1< . : 'k..:'),~' . '...

2.38 (2.15, 2.61) 4.50 (3.98, 5.02)

2.57 (2.32, 2.82) 4.31 (3.83, 4.78)



minimal embedding dimension is known, and the scaling regions in F are fairly

unambiguous (Figure 5; the wiggles in the logistic F are real, an example in which

the linear approximation is not exact).

A less tame and more realistic test-case was prOVided by W.M. Schaffer, 2400

monthly values of the number of infectives from a chaotic SEIR model (Figure 6).

Because the model output (like the measles data) has such spiky seasonal

variability, the best results are obtained by treating each month separately and

looking at 12 Poincare sections through the attractor (Schaffer et al. 1987). For

each embedding dimension the 12 monthly time-series were rescaled either to have

mean value =1 or to have maximum interpoint distance =1 (whichever gave the

more well-defined scaling region). The intramonth distances were computed and then

combined into a single distance distribution from which F, 0, etc. were computed.

The dimension of the full attractor is obtained by adding 1 to the section dimension.

This procedure is valid in theory: the true dimensions of the attractor sections are

identical (since they are diffeomorphic images of each other), are 1 less than the

attractor dimension, and are not affected by a linear rescaling. This method gives a

reasonably good scaling region {F~ure 6), and cC?nsistent results as the embedding

dimension is increased (Table', 21;1 !the>ncOOlfiUll~, interval width increases in higher

embedding dimensions because ("(0 1"(1) incrt!ases. The bound 02S01 =2.39 is

consistent with the Table 2 resuI~~';.~l!~ ,~n9r~ that the qualitative nature of the

attractor has been identified cor~~~tl.r: i~'~!'c'!' Jf9,,:ctal with 2 <0 <3; 01 was computed

by the Kaplan - Yorke, for~v,IaJ~0D!.I;t,h~i ~~~pu'Il4?V exponents for the model, W.M.

Schaffer, pers. com17]..\~ ,_.J" 'C' ;J
..;::f~1 $. I' \l It-. J ~·.'l1·)rtc:).-, .'

The same procaiuIli/,w.~ap~lH~1to-::8Iu8l"incidence in Baltimore. 1928-1963,

and to chickenpox' i41l1cMi1iVauk.e~ 1~..1~5 (:Table 2; data provided by W.M.

Schaffer). Identifying the scaling region is rather subjective for these data-sets, so
m

that the values obtained are c'1'tlrinIY:t~l~~f-initive. Nonetheless, they seem to be

informative. Firstly. there is an appreciabi~ difference between the values for

measles and chick.pox: ~; measfettlr·Uut ~ !~stimates indicate an attractor with

2 <02 <3. The chickentmx 5rCl1lta Qugge.-t ~ :1Jiigher-dimensional attractor. or else

stronger effects of noise. FGr ~a-:1 periodie' orbit with white-noise perturbations in

embedding dimension M. we 'shtould 'lheor:etically get an apparent dimension of 1, or

M, or both 1 and M in two different scaling regions (Ben-Mizrachi et al. 1984, Brock

1986). In practice with white-noise data, the dimension-estimates may continue to

increase as the embedding dimension increases, but with the estimated 02 < M

(Holzfuss and Mayer-Kress 1986). in any event, the dimension calculations clearly



suggest that the measles and chickenpox dynamics are in fact qualitatively

different.

8. Conclusions It should be apparent that much work remains to be done on error

estimation for D2. The results are good for perfectly accurate data and a clean

scaling region, even with realistically short time-series for ecological applications.

However real-world data require ad hoc pre-treatments to extract a scaling region,

with ill-defined limits and some legitimate doubt still as to whether it's real or

imaginary. A good deal of subjective choice on these matters preceded the

calculations on disease incidences. This problem is not unique to D2. For example, in

the more familiar application of fractal dimensions to spatial data (e.g., the

dimension of a coastline or leaf surface) the fractal structure is absent at lengths

larger than the region being studied, and at molecular length-scales. I am working on

an apparently better method for choosing the scaling region, which uses small

windows from the order-statistics of the interpoint distances (rather than F) as the

basis for ML estimation of the "local slope". But for now, the best I can say for

highly "spiky" data is that the estimateslir-e fa;.rly robust (+10 -20%) over several

different sensible ways of combiningAhsill~;mQnthly:dltt.a-sets (e.g., cf. Table 2 with

the estimates of Schaffer et a!. 198*.h.)rl! ':r( '.
~ •~ -, -i 'J <:. ' -

For comparing models with data, ot eomparing different populations, all of F

may be relevant, not just the appateht 's~~ring 'regions. Significant differences in the

F's could indicate qualitative differen£~ikt!he dynamics, ev~n if it isn't feasible to

estimate the invariants accurately. Econometricians have recently tested for model

misspecification in traditional time-iQti.s,::,.mo,del:\1l (eo&., ARu..Qr,>:'ARMA models), using

methods based on Brock's (1986) ~~eSiClilal TesL";:Ubeorem"~' if a finite-order

autoregressive model

is fit to the data, the residuals {£t} ~will>~neri'caUy ha.'Ve the ·s~.mp. invariants as the

original time-series tXt}. After fit;ting .... model.. ~ the rcsiduals are tested for

departures from white noise, by comparing the, F'sof (a) the residuals, (b) random

reshufflings of the residuals, and (c) pssudoranck.m G6ussian sequences with the

same mean, variance, and length. While an adequate statistical theory for these

methods has not yet been developed, the numerical results can give striking

evidence for inadequacy of an autoregressive model (Sayers 1986).

At present, it seems that dimensions can be estimated from quite short data-



. i

sets, but that dealing with noisy data remains problematic. Research is currently

quite active on how one can best extract a chaotic "signal" from "noisy"

interference (Abraham et ale 1986; Albano et ale 1986, 1987, peTS. comm.; Broomhead

& King 1986). That work essentially stops at the point where "YO and "Y1 have been

estimated (and uses the standard point-estimate of D2), so it is complementary to

research on error-estimation methods. Dimension estimation consequently poses some

well-defined open statistical problems, whose solutions would be of immediate

interest to biologists, economists, and even some physicists whose experimental

systems can't be kept stationary for long (Albano et al 1986).
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Figure 1. (a) The chaotic time-series x t produced by the logistic

difference equation with r-3.7, xo-O.S. (b) The time-series is seen

to be deterministic, by plotting the values as ordered pairs
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Fiaure 2. Examples or population rluctuations reconstructed in time
delay coordinates by Scharrer & Kot. (a) the lynx cycle in Canada;
(b) outbreaks or the insect Thrips imaginis; (c) a microtine rodent
cycle (d) measles incidence in Baltimore, 1900-1927; (e) an SEIR
model with chaotic dynamics due to seasonal variation in the
transmission rate; note the similarity to (d). Reproduced rrom
Scharrer & Kat (1986).
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Fiaure 3. Conventional time-series analysis of measles-incidence in
Baltimore 1928-1963. Reproduced from Kot et a1. (1987).
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Ficure 4. Poincare "maps". Clockwise from top left (a) chaotic SEIR
model for measles; (b) SEIR model with a limit cycle, and small
white-noise perturbations; (c) measles incidence in Baltimore 1928
1963. Reproduced from Kot et al. (1987).
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Fillure S. Grassberller-Procaccia plots (1011 F vs. 1011 r), N-lenllth of
the time-series. Clockwise from upper left: (a) the Henon map with
a-1.4, b-O.3, N-lOOi (b) the 10IListic map with r-3.S6994S6, N-SOO;
(c) a chaotic SEIR model, N-2400i (d) measles incidence in Baltimore,
1928-1963, N-432; the solid line shows the "scalinll rellion" used for
the dimension estimate. The embeddinll dimensions for reconstruction
were 2, 1, 4, and 4 respectively.
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Fiaure 6. Loa number of infectives vs. time (in units of 10 years)
for the chaotic SEIR model of Fiaure 5(c) and Table 2.
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